
                                                                                                  

                                                                                                   

 

What do you ThInK? 

  
In this series named “What do you ThInK?” we challenge you to find and solve 

errors. 

  

Nr. 11 – Different concepts from topology optimization

 

Situation:  

 

Two students are given the problem to find the best design for a Suspension Bridge, the bridge is 

subjected to a distributed load. 

 

Both the students start with the same FE model 

 

The optimization parameters are then defined by the students for a topology optimization, 

 

The Design variable is defined, followed by the Objective and the constraint based on two responses 

- the compliance, which is referenced by the objective function, and the volume fraction, which is 

referenced by the constraint statement to put up an upper bound of 0.2 (20% of

volume). 

 

They obtain different results as below 

 

Student A 
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series named “What do you ThInK?” we challenge you to find and solve model/simulation 

from topology optimization 

e problem to find the best design for a Suspension Bridge, the bridge is 

 

Both the students start with the same FE model 

The optimization parameters are then defined by the students for a topology optimization, 

s defined, followed by the Objective and the constraint based on two responses 

the compliance, which is referenced by the objective function, and the volume fraction, which is 

referenced by the constraint statement to put up an upper bound of 0.2 (20% of
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model/simulation 

e problem to find the best design for a Suspension Bridge, the bridge is 

 

The optimization parameters are then defined by the students for a topology optimization,  

s defined, followed by the Objective and the constraint based on two responses 

the compliance, which is referenced by the objective function, and the volume fraction, which is 

referenced by the constraint statement to put up an upper bound of 0.2 (20% of the design space 



                                                                                                  

 

Student B 

 

 

Clearly the result of the Student B is the better concept with a clear road of the bridge, 

is well defined with discrete truss members connecting the load carrying arch to the load applied 

points.   What is the difference between

B?  

 

For the input file sample if needed

 

What do you ThInK?  

What’s different?  

Find a likely answer below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  

Clearly the result of the Student B is the better concept with a clear road of the bridge, 

is well defined with discrete truss members connecting the load carrying arch to the load applied 

between the two models that provides the better

if needed, see <install_directory>/demos/hwsolvers/optistruct/bridge.fem

 

 

 

Clearly the result of the Student B is the better concept with a clear road of the bridge, The solution 

is well defined with discrete truss members connecting the load carrying arch to the load applied 

the better result of Student 

<install_directory>/demos/hwsolvers/optistruct/bridge.fem. 



                                                                                                  

Nr. 11 – Different concepts from topology optimization

        

The difference is in the distinction created in the model before optimization into 

non design spaces. 

 

Student B creates two separate properties although the properties are the same in al

senses, for optimization they are referred to in two design variables, this

able to assign certain regions of the model

constraint application.  

 

The by property visualisation of the two models are as below

 

Student A 

  

Student B 

 

In general, it is best not to apply loads and displacements directly to design spaces, as this 

often leads to incorrect results. Instead, you should split the part into design and non

spaces, and apply loads and displacements to the non

                                                                                                  

from topology optimization - Answer 

The difference is in the distinction created in the model before optimization into 

Student B creates two separate properties although the properties are the same in al

senses, for optimization they are referred to in two design variables, this way Student B is 

certain regions of the model to be non designable and also for load and 

ualisation of the two models are as below 

In general, it is best not to apply loads and displacements directly to design spaces, as this 

to incorrect results. Instead, you should split the part into design and non

spaces, and apply loads and displacements to the non-design spaces.  

 

The difference is in the distinction created in the model before optimization into design and 

Student B creates two separate properties although the properties are the same in all FE 

way Student B is 

to be non designable and also for load and 

 

In general, it is best not to apply loads and displacements directly to design spaces, as this 

to incorrect results. Instead, you should split the part into design and non-design 


